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Abstract
The evolution of thought in sustainable development theory often implies that societal contribution of businesses
in the form of corporate social responsibility (CSR) leads to sustainable development in the relationship between
business and society. However, most of the propositions made by CSR scholars have been described as being
normative and prescriptive in nature. The implication of this is that the process through which outcomes are
generated from the implementation of CSR lacks adequate exploration and has remained relatively unknown. To
explore the problem noted above, a literature review was carried out. The need for a paradigm shift from
responsiveness paradigm to a performance based paradigm in the practice of CSR was observed. A performance
based paradigm entails the generation of expected outcomes from the implementation of CSR through creating
value alignment between business’ values and stakeholders’ values. From the literature review, three
recommendations were generated. They include the need for a shift towards a performance based paradigm of
CSR, need for the exploration of the interactive process in the relationship between business and society, and the
need for more empirical based studies with focus on the interactive process of CSR as a means of predicting
CSR outcomes.
Keywords: sustainable development, corporate social responsibility, corporate social responsiveness, corporate
social performance, business and society, stakeholder theory, petroleum industry
1. Introduction
Theoretical efforts towards exploring the means through which sustainable development practices yield
outcomes in the relationship between business and society has consistently pointed towards the need for
businesses to ensure their profitability, while instilling social contributions to the society and preserving the
environment through which natural resources are generated (Elkington, 2004; Carroll, 2009; Aras & Crowther,
2009; Claydon, 2011). It has often been posited that the adherence to these sustainable practices by businesses
enhance their relationship with the society (Aras & Crowther, 2009; Elkington, 2004; Claydon, 2011). However,
this position has been challenged by practical occurrences in the Nigerian petroleum industry.
Most of the Oil Companies in the Nigerian petroleum industry have adopted the practice of making
socio-economic and environmental contributions towards enhancing their relationship with the society.
Companies like Shell and ExxonMobil among others have embedded the principles of sustainable business
practices in their policy frameworks. They function towards this direction by boasting about extensive efforts
towards social, economic and environmental sustenance of their host-communities, while making profit (Ibok &
Mboho, 2011). However, these practices have not generated sustainable development for these Oil Companies
and their host-communities. This is evident in the constant conflict between these Oil Companies and their
host-community stakeholders, which results in disruption of business activities, and the destruction of lives and
properties in the society (Chukwuemeka & Aghara, 2010; Jike, 2004; Paki & Ebienfa, 2011).
It has been noted that generating sustainable development goes beyond adherence to sustainable practices. It is
observed as being beyond mere instilment of social, economic and environmental values by businesses
(Bhattacharya, Korschen, & Sen, 2009). It involves a deeper assessment of the process through which these
contributions are made and a shift of focus towards a performance dominant paradigm in both theory and
practice.
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In this paper, it is argued that the explanation of the dysfunctional phenomena in the Nigerian petroleum industry
can be understood from the misalignment between advancements in theory and practice of sustainable
development. In other words, this implies that Oil Companies in the Nigerian petroleum industry may adopt
particular sustainable business practices that are theoretically obsolete and ineffective, which results in the
unsustainability of business and society in the industry. A theoretical shift towards the adoption of a performance
based disposition by companies in the industry is proposed. This is done with an extensive review of extant
literature and the analysis of the existing practices in the Nigerian petroleum industry.
2. Sustainable Development of Business and Society
The realisation of the interwoven nature of business practices and societal sustenance has naturally increased the
call for sustainable development. Business is defined as the collection of private and commercial oriented
organizations that ranges in size, while society is defined as a community, nation or groups of people that share
traditions, values, institutions and collective activities and interests (Carroll & Budchholtz, 2012). History has
shown that these two spheres greatly impact on each other, particularly in Nigeria.
The rise in discussions about the relationship between business and society was motivated by the widespread
negative occurrences of disaster caused by Oil Companies in the Niger-Delta region of Nigeria. In the New York
Times, it was noted that as many as 546 million gallons of oil is said to have been spilled into the Niger Delta
seas over the last five decades, which is equivalent to nearly 11 million gallons a year (Nossiter, 2010). Nossiter
(2010) further describes the incident as “the oil spews from rusted and aging pipes, unchecked by what analysts
say is ineffectual or collusive regulation, and abetted by deficient maintenance and sabotage…” The result of
this phenomenon is the loss of livelihood by community stakeholders, and a consistent rise in the frequency of
protests and riots against Oil Companies by Nigerians in the Niger-Delta region. These protests and riots are
increasingly threatening the sustainability of these Oil Companies.
The enormity of negative occurrences from business activities on society gave rise to the call for better control of
businesses in order to ensure that they contribute positively to the society (Claydon, 2011). The rationale is that
when businesses contribute positively to the society, society supports businesses to make profit, and the
development of both business and society can be sustained. This is the tenet of sustainable development (SD).
Unlike in the past, state interventionism in business activities has become increasingly obsolete, and the focus
has shifted to the impact of businesses in society and society on business (Steurer et al., 2005).
The primary aim for scholarly focus on the relationship between business and society is to explore the means of
creating cordiality between the business and society spheres. This has long been of paramount concern (Jones,
1983). To do this, it is important to first understand the nature of the relationship between business and society.
One of the early efforts towards creating this understanding was made by Jones (1983). Jones (1983) noted that
in trying to co-exist, business and society are faced with a complex system that is made up of several
sub-systems as indicated in Figure 1 (Jones, 1983). The main subsystems include the economic, social and
cultural sub-systems. These sub-systems are in continuous interaction with each other. The economic sub-system
consists of institutions that carry out production and economic exchange, the political sub-system is made up of
the government and regulatory bodies, and the cultural sub-system is made up of the family, community and
value systems (Jones, 1983). In the course of their interactions, tensions arise between these sub-systems, which
threaten to impede their coexistence. If these tensions are not well managed, they distort the interaction of
business and society and impede their developments.

Areas of Tension between Business and Society

Figure 1. Relationship between business and society by Jones (1983)
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The means of managing this tension noted by Jones (1983) between business and society has been the focus of
scholars since the 1920s. Specifically, scholars have proposed the concept of corporate social responsibility
(CSR) as a means of resolving this tension (Clark, 1926; Berle 1932; Bernard, 1938; Kreps, 1940; Carroll, 1999;
Aras & Crowther, 2009; Freeman & Hasnaoui, 2011; Claydon, 2011).
3. Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) concept implies the contributions made by businesses to society in a way
that reflects their responsibility to the sustenance of society while making profit. However, this definition is very
limited. Just like most social science concepts, the definition of CSR has generated extensive debates and
varying definitions. To understand the CSR concept, it is paramount to understand the diversity in the definition
of the concept.
The definition of CSR was traced back to the 1920s (Freeman & Hasnaoui, 2011), where Clark (1926) saw it as
the obligation of businesses in ensuring societal wellbeing. This was advanced by Berle (1932) who defined it as
the obligation of businesses to support the disadvantaged segment of the society. The prevalent theme at those
times (1920s to 1930s) was CSR as social obligation of business in the society. Social obligation implies that
businesses have a responsibility that spans beyond their profit making motives, and includes a responsibility to a
wider segment of the society (Carroll, 1999). However, the nature and extent of this obligation were not the
concern of scholars within that period. They were more pre-occupied with creating the consciousness about the
obligation that businesses owe to the society.
In 1953, Bowen defined CSR as being beyond the social obligation of business. It was seen as being the “Social
Responsibility” of business. This marked a shift in the conception of CSR from being viewed as a social
obligation to being seen as social responsibility (Carroll, 1999). What this implied was that businesses were not
just morally bound to contribute to societal welfare; they are bound to make such contributions as a duty and part
of their business existence.
In the early definitions noted above, the primary responsibility of businesses, which is profit generation, was not
put into perspective. Eells (1956) and Levitt (1958) recognized this perspective. They saw CSR as being
dependent upon the realization of economic objectives by businesses. In other words, they argued that businesses
contribute to society when they have made profit. This gave rise to the concept of corporate philanthropy.
However, this perspective was criticized for viewing business and society as distinct spheres of existence
(Claydon, 2011).
Fredrick (1960) tried to address this criticism by defining CSR as the social responsibility that business has in
overseeing the operation of an economic system that fulfils public expectation. With this definition, there was an
attempt to capture the interwoven nature of the relationship between business and society, and most of all create
a shift from CSR being viewed as corporate philanthropy to being viewed as corporate citizenship. This was
further espoused by Friedman (1962), who saw CSR as the responsibility of businesses to their shareholders,
which has a spiralling effect on general societal benefits. There was an attempt to balance the economic and
social aims of business.
The scholarly attempts to balance economic and social objectives by businesses became more important as the
inseparability of business and society became even more apparent. The survivability of business and society was
increasingly seen as being determined by how they affect each other (Claydon, 2011). The occurrence of
negative events, like the oil spill in the oil rich Niger-Delta region of Nigeria, enhanced the belief in the
inseparability of business and society. Calls for the control of the activities of businesses heightened (Kakabadse,
Rozuel & Davies, 2005; Claydon, 2011). Global, continental and regional political institutions emerged to
answer these calls (Claydon, 2011). This explains why through the 1970s to the 1980s, definitions that emerged
reflected the concept of “Corporate Social Responsiveness” (Johnson, 1971; Carroll, 1979; Wartick & Cochran,
1985; Epstein, 1987). In the 1990s, the scholars that championed the concept of social responsiveness as CSR
were criticized for not going beyond the concept. Wood (1991) pointed out that showing social responsiveness
does not necessarily imply the generation of performance from the implementation of CSR. She pointed out that
the crafting of policies, as proposed by Wartick & Cochran (1985) and Epstein (1987), does not necessarily
transform into performance. Based on this shortcoming, CSR was redefined as consisting of principles, social
responsiveness and social outcome (Wood, 1991). A performance perspective was added to CSR.
By the 2000s, attempts at defining CSR had greatly reduced because it was recognized as being a socially
construed concept (Dahlsrud, 2006). It was conceived that the situation within which the concept exists greatly
determines how it is defined (Freeman & Hasnaoui, 2011). Gjolberg (2009) noted this in the definition of CSR
as being context specific. Freeman & Hasnaoui (2011) explored this context specific definition in their study of
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the definittion of CSR inn the UK, US, Canada and France, and fo
found Gjolbergg’s (2009) deffinition to be valid.
v
Amidst thhis realization,, the theme oof sustainable development remained dom
minant, and ssustained scho
olarly
efforts conntinued in tryinng to explore hhow businesses balance theirr economic objjectives with ssocial contribu
utions
(Aras & C
Crowther, 20099; Claydon, 2011). This gavee rise to the susstainable devellopment theoryy in CSR.
4. Sustain
nable Developm
ment Theory in CSR
The sustaiinable developpment theory hhad existed witthin the politiccal realm sincee the 1950s, annd had been driven
by societaal struggle. It came as a poolitical movem
ment that spannned from thee early enviroonmental/ecolo
ogical
movementt through the anti-war/anti--nuclear moveement to the green movem
ment and alteernative econo
omics
movementt (Estes, 1993)). The alternattive economics movement sspecifically refflected a shift to more econ
nomic
related foccus, within whhich the triplee bottom line ((TBL) emergeed in the form
m of seeking ffor a change in
n the
economic based policiees that negleccted the envirronment and ppeople (Estes,, 1993). Beyoond the altern
native
economicss movement, there
t
existed the indigenouus people’s m
movement and the human riights movement in
which furtther enhancedd the argumennt for the impllementation off social and eenvironmental values along with
economic values (Estes, 1993; Garrigaa & Mele, 20044).
In terms oof CSR, the suustainable deveelopment theorry is based onn the assessmeent of sustainabble practices in the
relationshiip between businesses and ssociety such thhat economic, social and envvironmental vaalues are prese
erved
and develooped (Elkingtoon, 2004). Thiss theory motivvated a rise in m
models that aim
med at explainning how CSR
R is to
be implem
mented in orderr to generate ssustainable devvelopment (Arras & Crowtheer, 2009; Clayddon, 2011). Th
his is
based on tthe premise thhat an effectivee implementattion of social, economic andd environmenttal contributions to
society woould lead to thhe sustainable development of both businness and socieety (Elkington,, 2004). Prominent
among theese models is the
t model of suustainable devvelopment by A
Aras & Crowtther (2009) as indicated in Figure
2.

Figuure 2. Model oof sustainable ddevelopment bby Aras & Crow
wther (2009)
The model in Figure 2 explicated
e
the process of atttaining sustainnable developm
ment (SD) to innclude the creation
of econom
mic value, envvironmental maaintenance, soocial contribution and adherrence to societtal values (Arras &
Crowther, 2009; Claydoon, 2011). Thiss was done thrrough a look aat environmennt, society, finaancial perform
mance
and organizational cultuure within short and long teerm contexts (C
Claydon, 20111). One imporrtant fact to no
ote is
that the moodel of sustainnable developm
ment posited thhat the econom
mic performannce of businessses is dependen
nt on
their sociaal and environm
mental perform
mance and vice versa (Aras & Crowther, 22009). This im
mplies that the CSR
contributioons of businesss exist in a coontinuum (Claaydon, 2011). IIn essence, if business is abble to ensure th
hat it
contributes to the differeent componennts of the TBL
L, it can be rest assured that it will be susttainable along with
the societyy within whichh it exists.
However, the above moddel was criticiized for fallingg into the tradiitional trap of bbeing normativve and prescriptive
in nature (Claydon, 2011). Like the models beforre it, the meaans of actuallyy ensuring thaat economic value
v
translates into social annd environmenntal value werre not captureed in this moddel (Claydon, 2011). This raises
r
questions about the perrformance com
mponent of thhe model becaause the meanns through whhich outcomes are
generated was not explained. Claydoon (2011) attem
mpted to addrress this shorttcoming by crreating a consumer
driven corpporate responssibility (CDCR
R) model as inddicated in Figuure 3.
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Figure 3. Consumer driven corporate responsibility (CDCR) model by Claydon (2011)
The CDCR model took a more in-depth approach in trying to propose the process in which sustainable
development is achieved through CSR in the relationship between business and society. This model emerged out
of the criticism of previous models in which included the model of sustainable development by Aras and
Crowther (2009).
Claydon (2011) noted that in order to remain profitable, businesses need to adhere to consumers’ demand for
CSR. In doing this, businesses contribute to their long term profitability, while attaining short-term social goals.
According to Claydon (2011), the CDCR model creates a win-win situation for businesses and society because
consumers are satisfied, environment is maintained, businesses remain profitable and the requirements of other
members of society are met. Focus is not just on consumers in this model; the requirements of customers and
other stakeholders are expected to be met through businesses’ interaction with society (Claydon, 2011).
The limitations in the CDCR model can be deduced from its underlying assumptions that raised critical
observations. The assumption of increased consumer base due to the adoption of CSR by business and the
translation of this process into profitability has been proven to be dependent upon context (Freeman & Hasnaoui,
2011). The process through which these transformations take place was not enumerated and the contexts upon
which such translations occurred remain ambiguous. Moreover, Bhattacharya et al. (2009) had noted that returns
from CSR initiatives are not guaranteed because there are some integral processes and contexts that determine
them. Besides, the CDCR model implied that the interaction between businesses and consumers would have a
favourable impact on other stakeholders and the environment (Claydon, 2011). Again, the dynamics of context
specificity in the conception and implementation of CSR, as noted in extant studies (Freeman & Hasnaoui, 2011;
Gjolberg, 2009), was not taken into consideration by Claydon (2011). Moreover, CDCR model did not show
how the satisfaction of consumers and customers lead to the satisfaction of other stakeholders (i.e. shareholders’,
community, government, NGOs etc.). This means that this model did not highlight the performance based
perspective of CSR. It is reflected in the fact that the process through which performance can be attained was not
explained.
For the implementation of CSR to generate outcome, there is a need to go beyond the simplistic views that make
scholars to emphasize that outcomes are just generated without actually exploring the means of generating these
outcomes from the implementation of CSR and exploring how performance can be attained from such outcomes.
This is a gap that needs to be filled in this area of study. Even more established models of sustainable
development in CSR, like the pyramid of CSR (Carroll, 1979; 1991), did not address how the implementation of
CSR by organizations leads to the generation of social and environmental good, and how these contributions
translates to performance.
In more recent scholarly research, there is an emerging call for researchers to focus more on the process through
which CSR translates into performance (Bhattacharya et al., 2009). This has become even more important
because it has been noted that the implementation of CSR does not necessarily translate into performance
(Bhattacharya et al., 2009). Logically, the implementation of CSR without the generation of performance is a
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pure waste of time. Performance, in the context of this paper, is the generation of sustainable development. This
gap between CSR implementation and performance is evident in business practice. It is most visible in the
Nigerian petroleum industry.
5. CSR Implementation and Performance in the Nigerian Petroleum Industry
Nigeria’s major natural resource, crude oil, was found in the Arcuate Niger Delta region in 1956. The
re-emergence of Nigeria’s democracy in 1999 has made multinational oil companies to become more sensitive to
their core corporate social responsibilities and sustainable development in the country (Aghalino & Eyinla, 2009;
Ibok & Mboho, 2011).
ExxonMobil, for example, adopted the triple bottom line (TBL) practice as a means of making CSR
contributions to their host-communities. They made a commitment towards preserving the environment in their
host-communities, making socio-economic contributions, while ensuring business profit. They adopted
sustainability reporting practices (ExxonMobil Corporate Citizenship Report, 2012) such as having series of
social contributions in the form of provision of social amenities, creation of jobs, institution of health programs,
adoption of innovative production techniques to avoid environmental degradation, increment of production
capacity to improve national economy among others and work closely with the national oil spill detection and
response Agency (NOSDRA) and their host-state’s department of petroleum resources (DPR) to tackle oil spill
occurences (Aghalino & Eyinla, 2009).
Inspite of the changes noted above, the outcomes from these CSR initiatives implementation have generated
outcomes that are not only surprising, but also challenges the tenets of theories and models in sustainable
development studies. These Oil Companies are still being antagonized by the stakeholders in their host
communities (Omotola, 2006, Jike, 2004; Opukri & Ibaba, 2008; Aghalino & Eyinla, 2009). In fact, the rate of
protests in the Niger-Delta regions reached an unprecedented height with the show of desructive prowess by the
emergent militant groups from the host-communities of these oil companies. The destruction of production
resources (i.e. human and material), constant protest and theft of oil resources crippled the profitability of the
businesses in the industry and caused untold destruction to the societies within which they exist.
The CSR activities by the multi-national oil companies in Nigeria was not impactful in spite of their
implementation of the tenets of the sustainable development principles as proposed by prominent scholars in the
extant literature (e.g. Carroll, 1979; Elkington, 2004; Aras & crowther, 2009; Claydon, 2011). This vindicates
the calls for a more insightful look at the process through which CSR implementation translates into
performance. In essence, CSR is not just about implementation. It is also about making an impact which should
translate into performance. The issue in the Nigerian petroleum industry highlights the inadequcy of the social
responsiveness paradigm of CSR as noted by Wood (1991). There is need for a paradigm shift in CSR practice.
6. Paradigm Shift in CSR Practice
As noted earlier, the scholarly definitions of CSR reflected several perspectives. These perspectives are
embedded within the paradigm shifts in the subject matter. The first paradigm was the capitalist paradigm. It
reflected in the work of Smith (1776), where the argument was that businesses should be given a free hand to run
their ventures in society so that they can make profit and spread the benefits in the long run (Smith, 1776).
Businesses wielded so much power at this period and society saw business as a different entity. However, this
paradigm was criticized with the emergence of seminal works that questioned the basis of the dichotomy
between business and society, and argued that both spheres are inherently intertwined (Bowen, 1953; Kakabadse
et al., 2005). At the same time, the effect of business on society became more intensive as society consistently
suffered under the aggressive pursuit of profit without a corresponding contribution to society by businesses
(Lantos, 2001; Kakabadse et al., 2005; Carroll, 1999; Claydon, 2011). The consciousness of the influence of the
business activities on society increased with the calls for more responsibilities and obligations from business
(Kakabadse et al., 2005). This saw the rise of the social obligation paradigm.
CSR in the social obligation paradigm was based on the argument that one of the obligations of businesses is to
work towards making the society better (Fredrick, 1994). It all started with the work of Bowen (1953), where
CSR was given a new conception as a normative approach that focused on the obligatory role of business in
society (Moir, 2001). Unlike the profit based model of the capitalist paradigm, a social connotation was
introduced to give CSR a socio-economic outlook. This gave a double bottom line to businesses (i.e. profit and
social bottom lines). This need for the incorporation of a social bottom line was driven by the fact that at those
times, businesses used to control the society while broadening their profit horizon and limiting the influence of
others (Claydon, 2011). The influence of business was the fallout of the enormous power conferred on them in
the capitalist paradigm.
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However, the call for social obligation by businesses was normative, which implied that businesses were
expected to voluntarily contribute to society (Porter & Kramer, 2006). This also meant that it was from their own
decisions and initiatives that businesses decided to contribute to society. It was three emerging factors that had to
do with stakeholders’ perception of the increased political influence of businesses, the rising hegemonic
tendencies by these businesses and the increased criticism from stakeholders about the activities of businesses
that caused a shift from this paradigm (Claydon, 2011; Broomhill, 2007). Governments became more active in
monitoring corporate behaviour to curb the excesses of businesses, while Global political bodies like the World
Commission on Environment and Development (WCED), also known as the Brundtland Commission, emerged
in the 1980s (Claydon, 2011). Due to these factors, control of businesses was entrenched and they were
mandated to respond to the negative publicity surrounding their activities (Broomhill, 2007). The demands for
responsiveness induced a paradigm shift from social obligatory requirements to a responsive based one. This was
known as the social responsiveness paradigm.
As the social responsiveness paradigm emerged, the control of businesses through the establishment of global
political bodies changed the dynamics in the relationship between business and society in terms of CSR. Society
had more control over businesses through the global political bodies that were established (Claydon, 2011).
Businesses were mandated by policies to respond to the economic, social and environmental spheres in society
(Elkington, 2004). Series of environmental based legislations were derived from the Brundtland report which
included the Framework on climate change; the convention on biological diversity; Agenda 21 and forest
principles (Claydon, 2011). The central theme was the sustainability of both business and society through
ensuring that socio-economic values are created for business and society in a way that environmental values are
maintained for future generation of resources (Aras & Crowther, 2009). In doing this, both business and society
were expected to remain sustainable and were conceived not to distort the existence of each other.
One of the criticisms of this paradigm is focused on the fact that the means of the attainment of the conceived
sustainable development was not captured in the responsiveness paradigm (Fredrick, 1994). This was ascribed to
the prescriptive content of this paradigm (Claydon, 2011). The prescriptive content is evident in the policy based
propositions for the implementation of CSR without concrete efforts towards finding out how these policies
actually translate into performance (Porter & Kramer, 2006; Basu & Palazzo, 2008; Aras & Crowther, 2009).
More still, this paradigm ignored the interactive process between business and society in the form of factors that
influences and shapes the actual implementation and outcome of CSR (Basu & Palazzo, 2008). In other words,
the creation of global regulatory bodies and the crafting of policies did not necessarily reflect in the actual
implementation of CSR by companies.
Implementation of CSR goes beyond making policies and requires actual actions. Theoretically, some scholars
have recognized this flaw and called for a performance based paradigm of CSR known as corporate social
performance (Wartick & Cochran, 1985; Wood, 1991). The lack of the practice of this performance based
paradigm of CSR explains why companies seem responsive without generating performance. This is reflected in
the case of the Nigerian petroleum industry.
The current CSR practice in the Nigerian petroleum industry is entrenched within the social responsiveness
paradigm. This is evident in the fact that it has been noted that oil companies in Nigeria are relying on their
global mandates and policy frameworks from the Nigerian government to implement CSR (Frynas, 2005). In
doing this, these Oil Companies focus more on adhering to policies while ignoring the performance aspect of
their CSR contributions, which often reflects in the failure of their attempts at creating value in their
host-communities. While an adherence to the social responsiveness paradigm requires these Oil Companies to
adhere to the mandate of embedding sustainable development practices in their activities, the social performance
paradigm requires them to explore the nature of outcomes and the impact of these outcomes in the creation of
value in their host-communities. In other words, these Oil Companies will need to go beyond the mere
implementation of CSR towards exploring the real impact of their CSR initiatives.
The need for a shift in paradigm was noted by Frynas (2005) as the failure of these oil companies to involve the
beneficiaries of their CSR initiatives. In essence, most of these CSR programs are conceived in air conditioned
offices for host community beneficiaries who reside in the creeks. By doing this, the impact of the value instilled
is not felt by members of the host-communities (Frynas, 2005). This is further reflected in some empirical
studies where oil companies like Chevron has been found to donate more to areas that are deemed to be less
important by stakeholders in the community (Alabi & Ntukekpo, 2012). This goes to show that the oil companies
seem more interested in contributing to society than identifying the outcome and performance of these
contributions on the stakeholders in their host-communities. This article is proposing a paradigm shift to the
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performance based approach of CSR in practice. This is proposed as the solution to the gap between theory and
practice in the attainment of sustainable development.
7. Proposition of a Performance Based CSR Theory in Practice
CSR theories that were developed with a performance based foundation can be found within the ethical
theoretical perspective of CSR (Garriga & Mele, 2004). The ethical theoretical perspective posited that the
existence of businesses should be ethically based on value alignment with society (Garriga & Mele, 2004). In
CSR, this implies that business must consider the values that are inherent in society as the basis for their own
contribution of value to society. Wood (1991) presented a theoretical framework upon which corporate social
performance can be achieved. First, she related the dimensions in the pyramid of CSR (Carroll, 1991) with the
principles of social legitimacy, public responsibility and managerial discretion. Secondly, she identified the
processes of social responsiveness. Thirdly, she adopted Wartick & Cochran’s (1985) policies, which was an
initial elaboration of social issues and reorganized them into outcomes of corporate behaviour (Carroll, 1999) to
form her corporate social performance framework as indicated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Corporate social performance framework wood (1991)
This implies that businesses must adopt the principles of social responsibility, establish and utilize processes to
ensure social responsiveness, then generate outcomes for their corporate behaviour (Wood, 1991). While this has
been noted in theory, it has not been widely implemented in business practice as can be seen from the Nigerian
petroleum industry (Frynas, 2005). The practice of CSR by Oil Companies is limited to a show of understanding
of the principles of social responsibility through social contributions to prove legitimacy, exhibition of public
responsibility, and the employment of managerial discretion in the implementation of CSR (Frynas, 2005). In
terms of process of social responsiveness, these companies care less about environmental scanning even though
they boast of embarking on stakeholder and issues management (Frynas, 2005). Worst of all, they neglect the
outcome of their corporate behaviour by not considering social impacts of their CSR, ignoring the effectiveness
of their CSR programs and not collaborating with the stakeholders in their host-communities in crafting their
social policies (Frynas, 2005).
In trying to practicalize a performance based CSR, it is important to explore the process through which the
implementation of CSR transforms into outcomes, and how these outcomes reflects on performance. This has
been noted in recent studies as the need to grasp the interaction effects that influences the relationship between
business and society (Walker et al., 2010) and enhancing an understanding of the underlying process that drives
the generation of returns from CSR (Bhattacharya et al., 2009). In essence, as much as it is important to adhere
to the principles of social responsibility, it is also important to explore the interactive process that influences the
relationship between business and society, and also enhance an understanding of the nature of outcomes from
this process. An understanding of this process and outcome are important in creating a performance based CSR.
Likewise, a performance based CSR is vital to the sustainability of business and society.
8. Recommendations
Three recommendations are made in this paper. These recommendations are made based on the existing
theoretical and practical gaps that exist in the study of CSR. They are made as a means of attaining sustainable
development through performance based CSR in the relationship between business and society.
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The first recommendation is based on the need for a paradigm shift in CSR practice by businesses, specifically
the Multinational Oil Companies in the Nigerian petroleum industry. While they have done well in adopting the
principles of social responsibility, they need to go beyond being responsive to generate performance from their
implementation of CSR. As has been noted, the adherence to the principles of social responsibility should reflect
on the sustainability of business and society. This is not the case in the Nigerian petroleum industry. For
sustainable development to be attained by these Oil Companies, they must indulge in proper environmental
scanning and explore the outcomes of their social responsibility so as to generate the needed performance.
Secondly, it is important to go beyond viewing CSR from a simplistic perspective. As has been analyzed earlier,
most models of CSR did not explain the process of generating CSR outcomes (e.g. Carroll, 1991; Aras &
Crowther, 2009; Claydon, 2011). It is important to explore the interactive process through which the
implementation of CSR transforms into outcomes (Bhattacharya et al., 2009; Walker et al., 2010). In essence,
context specificity and environmental dynamics should be taken into consideration as suggested by current
definitions of CSR (Freeman & Hasnaoui, 2011; Gjolberg, 2009).
Finally, there is a need for empirical research in CSR to explore diverse concepts with respect to the interactive
process in the generation of outcome from the implementation of CSR by businesses. There is lack of empirical
study of this interactive process. Most studies in this area explore the impact of the implementation of CSR and
consumers perception of CSR without looking at the antecedents to outcomes, and possible control variables
(Kim & Lee, 2012; Becker-Olsen, Andrew, & Hill, 2006; Du, Bhattacharya, & Sen, 2007; Ricks, 2005; Ellen,
Webb, & Mohr, 2000). Among other things, this will aid an understanding of the factors that affects CSR
outcomes and the means through which performance can be attained through the implementation of CSR.
9. Conclusions
This paper has explored the gap between the theoretical connotation of sustainable development and its practical
attainment in the relationship between business and society. In doing this, the context of the Nigerian petroleum
industry was used. It was noted that sustainable development practice has been adopted by most Oil Companies
in Nigeria, and that they are carried out through CSR. However, the implementation of CSR is not reflecting on
the sustainable development of business and society in the industry. In search of the reasons behind this
phenomenon, the theoretical evolution of CSR in definition, perspectives and paradigms was undertaken. It was
realized that although the theoretical propositions in CSR has moved towards the corporate social performance
paradigm, the practice of CSR, especially in the Nigerian petroleum industry, is still very much embedded within
the social responsiveness paradigm. This explained why Oil Companies saw adherence to policies as being more
important than the generation of outcome from the implementation of CSR.
To bridge this gap, it was noted that it is important for businesses to start looking beyond adherence to social
responsibility. They need to look towards the exploration of the nature of outcomes generated. This was based on
the reasoning that understanding the nature of outcomes would impact on the performance of CSR initiatives. To
attain this understanding, three recommendations that include a shift to a performance based practice of CSR, a
theoretical exploration of interactive process between business and society in CSR and the need for more
empirical studies with focus on the interactive process were made in this paper. By adhering to the suggestions
made in this paper, it is expected that there will be better understanding of the nature of outcomes from the
implementation of CSR and how these outcomes can reflect in CSR performance for the sustainability of
business and society.
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